Saucier Social Psychological Research Laboratory

Research Topics Include:

- Masculine Honor
- Prejudice
- Gender Roles and Issues
- Social Vigilantism
- Group Humor
- Beliefs in Pure Good and Evil
- Teacher & Student Classroom Engagement

Benefits to Undergraduates:

- Professional Development (e.g., writing, presenting, critical thinking)
- Graduate School Preparation
- Access to Scholarship and Fellowship Opportunities
- Conference Attendance and Travel Opportunities
- Research Publication Opportunities

Examples of Recent Undergraduate Projects (Undergraduate Student Names Bolded)


Interested? Check us Out!

On Facebook: facebook.com/saucierlab
On our KSU Website: k-state.edu/psych/research/saucierdon.html
On YouTube: Engage the Sage youtube.com/channel/UCOxR-jBJYs36WfizQtPGcw

Email Dr. Saucier: saucier@ksu.edu to apply and schedule an interview